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Abstract

Crystal damage induced by irradiation is investigated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) coupled to

molecular dynamics (MD) calculations. The displacement cascades are simulated for energies ranging from 10 to 50

keV in Al, Ni and Cu and for times of up to a few tens of picoseconds. Samples are then used to perform simulations of

the TEM images that one could observe experimentally. Di�raction contrast is simulated using a method based on the

multislice technique. It appears that the cascade induced damage in Al imaged in weak beam exhibits little contrast,

which is too low to be experimentally visible, while in Ni and Cu a good contrast is observed. The number of visible

clusters is always lower than the actual one. Conversely, high resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging allows most of the

defects contained in the sample to be observed, although experimental di�culties arise due to the low contrast intensity

of the smallest defects. Single point defects give rise in HTREM to a contrast that is similar to that of cavities. TEM

imaging of the defects is discussed in relation to the actual size of the defects and to the number of clusters deduced from

MD simulations. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Under cascade irradiation, low dose and tempera-

tures below 0.3Tm, where Tm is the melting point, the

densities of defects visible in TEM are one order of

magnitude smaller in Ni than in Cu [1], whereas in Al no

defect has been observed [2]. The direct observation by

TEM of the induced defects is however hindered by their

nanometric sizes [3] that are at the limit of the resolution

of the technique. Molecular dynamics (MD) numerical

simulations appear in this context an appropriate tech-

nique [4] to investigate the formation of defects from the

early stages of the displacement cascade. The di�culty in

such studies is the lack of direct experimental con®r-

mation because of the sample sizes which can be handled

are limited by computer power, and the non-trivial re-

lation between the defect cluster and its TEM image.

Although these three metals exhibit the same crystallo-

graphic structure, they are very di�erent in terms of

melting temperature, atomic density and electron±pho-

non coupling. These three factors play an important role

on the development of the displacement cascades and

thus on the distribution of the induced defects. It has

been found by MD simulation of displacement cascades

that in Al [5] there is almost no intra-cascade clustering

in contrast to Ni [6] or Cu [7]. The comparison between

Ni and Cu leads to the fact that the cascades in Ni

cooled down much more rapidly than in Cu due to the

stronger electron±phonon coupling in the former [8].

There is a general agreement on the type of defect

clusters that can be found in post-irradiation micro-

structural TEM examination when sizes are larger than

about 2 nm [9±12]. It is well established that in Al, al-

most all the observable defects are Frank-loop type

clusters [10], while in Cu the majority of the damage is

composed of stacking fault tetrahedra [13].

In a previous publication [14], prede®ned crystalline

defects were simulated using MD in order to investigate:

(i) the visibility of the defect cluster in terms of image

contrast, (ii) the limits to which its type can be identi®ed

by its TEM image features and (iii) the correlation be-

tween its real size and its TEM image size. Interstitial-

type Frank loops in Al and SFTs in Cu were analyzed. It
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appeared that a Frank loop-type cluster defect in Al

would in principle be visible experimentally down to

surprisingly small sizes (from two interstitials upwards),

provided that sample preparation is optimized, while

SFTs in Cu would be di�cult to identify below a size of

19 vacancies. The main goal of the present paper is to

investigate by means of TEM techniques the defect

clusters generated by high-energy displacement cascades

as obtained by MD simulations. The TEM images are

simulated using the multislice method. The approach is

applied to the case of a 10 keV cascade in Al, a 30 keV

cascade in Ni and a 50 keV cascade in Cu.

2. Simulations procedure

Simulations of the high-energy displacement cascades

are all carried out with the MD simulation code

MDCASK which is based on the embedded-atom

method (EAM) [15] and the link cell method that allows

a fast neighbor search and a full parallelization. Calcu-

lations were performed on the SGI Origin2000 of the

Ecole Polytechnique F�ed�erale de Lausanne. The inter-

atomic potentials used in this investigation are of the

EAM type [15] for Ni [16], Cu [17] and for Al [18]. All

three potentials were modi®ed following the procedure

developed by Proennecke et al. [19] in order to describe

properly high-energy displacement cascades. The pri-

mary knock-on atoms (PKA) that are generated in a

fully relaxed matrix at 10 K for Al, 100 K for Ni and 300

K for Cu have an initial respective energy of 10, 30 and

50 keV. They are followed for 30 ps for Al and Ni and

140 ps in the case of Cu, before being dynamically

quenched down to 10ÿ4 K.

HRTEM images of the resulting samples are calcu-

lated using the multislice technique [20]. The di�raction

contrast TEM images can also be simulated using the

multislice method [14]. Basically, the sample derived

from the MD simulations is cut perpendicular to the

electron beam direction in slices 0.2 nm thick, 15 nm a

side and containing 2000 atoms. The electron wave is

propagated from one slice to the other until it goes out

of the sample and forms the image. The di�raction

condition is selected by the beam direction. The

HRTEM simulations were performed for a [0 0 1] zone

axis, at 200 kV, a spherical aberration of 1.4 mm, a

defocus spread of 10 nm and a beam semi-convergence

of 1 mrad. The weak beam [21] condition for all cases is

g (3.1g), g � �200�, with 200 kV electrons along [0 1 5].

Simulations are performed with the EMS software [22].

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows for Al the projection of the damage

distribution (vacancies and interstitials) resulting from

the MD simulation of a 10 keV cascade and the corre-

sponding TEM simulated images. The HRTEM images

obtained with various defoci values (Figs. 1(b), (c) and

2(d)) show contrasts that correspond to almost all de-

fects that are visible on Fig. 1(a). This spatial relation-

ship is further strengthened, Fig. 1(b) and (c), when

defoci values are di�erent from Scherzer (Fig. 1(d)). The

latter brings a relatively strong contrast arising from the

lattice image that swamps the information originating

from the lattice defects. This fact indicates that HRTEM

could be useful in the investigation of radiation damage,

and more generally of small crystal defects, provided

that defoci values giving a strong lattice image contrast

are avoided. Moreover, the contrast features of some of

the smallest vacancy and interstitial clusters outlined on

Fig. 1(a) resemble the ones of a cavity [23], which can

show a reversal of contrast when going from a defocus

value (Fig. 1(b)) to another (Fig. 1(c)). It appears that

HRTEM could be used in the identi®cation of much

smaller defect cluster than the ones resolvable in CTEM.

The g (3.1g) weak beam image of the cascade in Al,

Fig. 1(f), shows features that resembles Ashby±Brown

contrasts [24]. It should be noted that the printed con-

trast of the image is enhanced in order to present all the

information contained in the image. Experimentally

however, only the contrast that is at the top of the image

would be strong enough to be visible. There is one

cluster containing two vacancies and one cluster con-

taining ®ve interstitials. The rest of the cascade-induced

damage is composed of point defects. The single strong

white contrast relates to the 5-interstitial cluster. This

indicates that experimentally the damage will be hardly

visible, contrary to the cases of Ni and Cu that are

presented in the following.

As in Al, Ni (Fig. 2) and Cu (Fig. 3) show a good

spatial correspondence between the contrast features of

the HRTEM images for the two di�erent defoci values

chosen here (Figs. 2(b) and (c) and Figs. 3(b) and (c),

resp.), and the defect clusters outlined on Figs. 2(a) and

3(a), respectively. It appears also that high resolution

imaging using defoci values di�erent from the Scherzer

one could be appropriate to outline point defects (Fig.

2(d) and 3(d), respectively). The cavity-like contrast is

however lower than in Al.

The g(3.1g) and g(5.1g) weak beam image of the

cascade in respectively, Ni and in Cu (Fig. 2(f) and 3(d))

shows features that resemble Ashby±Brown contrasts.

The contrast is clearer in both Ni and Cu than in the

case of Al. In Ni, the weak beam image shows two white

contrast features related to defect clusters that contain 5

and 10 interstitials (from left to right, respectively) vis-

ible on Fig. 2(e). The Cu g(5.1g) weak beam image (Fig.

3(f)) shows three white contrasts that could be believed

to originate from three separate clusters. The white top

contrast relates to a 27-vacancy cluster, while the bot-

tom one relates to a 15-interstitial cluster. The white
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Fig. 2. MD simulated 30 keV cascade in Ni. Same caption as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. MD simulated 10 keV cascade in Al. (a) Projection of vacancy (light symbol) and interstitials (dark symbol) on the plane of the

TEM picture ([0 0 1] projection). Simulated HRTEM image for a defocus of (b) )40 nm and (c) 40 nm, and (d) for Scherzer defocus. (e)

Projection of the defects in the electron beam direction used for the simulated weak beam image (f), with g(3.1g), g � �200�, 200 kV.
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contrast in the middle position arises where two separate

clusters align vertically, which contain 13 and 32 va-

cancies. This fact shows that not only smaller clusters

are lost in the TEM investigation, but, as expected, also

the ones that overlap. In addition, some clusters are not

visible because of the thickness contrast oscillation, as

the large one visible on Fig. 3(e) on the top right that

contains 40 interstitials. This could in principle be ex-

perimentally overcome by using a higher beam conver-

gence [25].

In the following the weak beam imaging is analyzed

in relation with the size and number of clusters induced

by the MD simulated cascade. It appears that in Al the

10 keV cascade induces a total number of 61 Frenkel

pairs. There are three clusters, two with two vacancies

and one with ®ve interstitials. Isolated point defects

make the rest of the damage. It appears that most of the

damage is certainly invisible on the experimental weak

beam image, with only the 5-interstitial cluster visible. In

Ni the 30 keV cascade induces 46 Frenkel pairs. There is

one cluster with ®ve interstitials and one cluster with 10

interstitials. The rest of the damage is composed of ei-

ther clusters smaller than 3 point defects or individual

point defects. Only the two larger clusters would be

experimentally visible. In Cu the 50 keV cascade induces

93 Frenkel pairs. There are clusters with 13, 19, 27 va-

cancies and 15 and 40 interstitials. The rest of the

damage is isolated point defects or clusters containing

less than 5 point defects. The larger clusters would in

principle be visible experimentally, of which however

only three are visible. Note that the type of clusters,

whether vacancy-type or interstitial-type, will be inves-

tigated at a latter stage of the study.

As pointed out earlier [14], for small sizes the Frank-

loop type cluster cannot be distinguished from unorga-

nized three-dimensional interstitial clusters for sizes

smaller than about 10 interstitials or 1 nm in equivalent

diameter. For larger sizes the image size increases with

increasing size of the cluster. The contrasts observed in

this study that are related to clusters have sizes that are

about 1 nm, irrespective of the weak beam condition or

the material. It appears that, on the one hand, it is not

possible to use these contrasts to identify the type of

clusters and, on the other hand, there is a large variation

between the image size and the real size. For instance, in

Cu the image of the 15-interstitial cluster would give

according to Sch�aublin et al. [14] a cluster size of 10

interstitials when the cluster is supposed to be a Frank-

loop type defect. Considering the case of Al, it can be

deduced that the white contrast, which is 1 nm in size,

contains 10 interstitials, or point defects. This represents

less than 10% of the actual damage (122 point defects).

In the case of Ni the damage deduced from the weak

image represents about 20% of the actual damage. In

Cu, it can be deduced from the three white 1 nm con-

trasts that the damage induced by the cascade is com-

Fig. 3. MD simulated 50 keV cascade in Cu. Same caption as in Fig. 1.
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posed of 30 point defects, which represent about 15% of

the actual number of point defects.

4. Conclusions

It appears that in Al a 10 keV cascade induces diluted

damage that will be di�cult, if not impossible, to be

observed experimentally using weak beam imaging. In

Ni the 30 keV cascade induces a number of defects with

some clusters 10 interstitials or less in size, which could

in principle be observed experimentally. The 50 keV

cascade in Cu induces larger clusters than in Al and Ni

with sizes up to 40 interstitials, which would also be

visible. However, many of the clusters and all the indi-

vidual point defects remain invisible in the weak beam

image acquired from the three metals. The damage in-

ferred from the weak beam image is less than 20% of the

actual damage in all three metals.

It appears that high resolution imaging using defocus

values di�erent from the ones giving a strong lattice

image might be used to visualize a larger fraction of the

radiation induced defects than that observed with the

weak beam technique. Individual point defects exhibit

contrast in simulated high resolution TEM images.
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